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Can you reinvent yourself but still stay 
true to your values and demands? Legero 
accomplished that with its grand relaunch 
by working with great devotion on the 
essence of the brand: Finest material, 
a modern design and competent crafts-
manship make it easy for feet to fall in love 
with shoes from legero. Within the spring/
summer 20 collection new and revised 
models as well as a classy packaging will 
delight women who are looking for chic 
and comfortable shoes. No matter when, 
no matter where.

legero – a declaration of love to the feet 
of your customers.

We 
put all 

our  
love  
into

making
our

shoes.

Love is felt.

Felt in our carefully selected materials  
of premium quality. 

Felt in our design, exclusively for the  
benefit of our feet (and our eyes).  

Felt in our careful production and sales.

Felt in every thought and step we take  
together with our shoes. And ultimately  
felt in the exceptional comfort our  
customers enjoy.



Love
comes 
in many
shapes.

The feet of our customers as well.  
We focus on the comfort and wellbeing  
of feet. For this reason, we never stop  
optimising our product with a loving  
eye for detail. 

Our shoes are meticulously checked  
to make sure they are easy to put on  
and tie. In addition, their cushioning,  
breathability and fit are verified.  
After all, a legero is committed to live up  
to the highest expectations. 

Lightness, softness and flexibility are  
essential features to make a legero your  
ideal companion. 



Love
is always
right.
When it comes to materials and manufacturing  
methods, doing the right thing means having  
exceptionally high standards. From soft, smooth  
and breathable calf nappa leather to the best  
lining materials, such as leather, loden, textile  
or lambskin – all our materials have one thing in  
common: highest quality and passion you can  
see and feel.

All this and more we do to show a simple truth: every  
woman is beautiful. In her own way and her own style, 
being a part of her throughout her life. Whether chic  
or casual – our shoes forge the perfect bridge and fit  
both everyday and special occasions.

Love
is beauty.


